blood oaths

Piety and ◊πivilege coµide in Juan de Oñate’∑∆
Jewish-converso lineage∆ .

by josé antonio esquibel

don’t think that you injure me by calling my fathers hebrews.
of course they were, and thus i want them to be.
—Attributed to Alonso de Cartagena, ancestral cousin of Juan de Oñate,
in Diálogo de Vita Beata, by Juan de Lucena, 1502

Fractured Faiths: Spanish Judaism, the Inquisition, and New World
Identities, currently at the New Mexico History Museum,
tells the history of the Jews of the Iberian Peninsula, many
of whom were forced to convert to Christianity or expelled
from the peninsula for rejecting conversion. Least studied
are descendants of converts who practiced Christianity and
also honored the memory of their Jewish lineage, including
individuals that came to the Spanish Americas in service to
God and king. One such group of sincere Catholic conversos
(converts) is found in the maternal family lineage of Don
Juan de Oñate, among others who settled Spain’s far northern
frontier regions of the Americas.
Oñate’s landmark arrival in New Mexico in 1598 introduced the cultural legacy of Spanish Iberia to the region. In his
company were about 300 individuals from throughout Europe,
mainly the Iberian Peninsula and the Spanish regions of what
is today central and northern Mexico. Oñate’s own ancestry is
a quiet testament to the diversity of Spanish culture, including
Jewish-converso family roots. (For a thorough introduction to
conversos and crypto-Jews in Spain and New Mexico, read “The
Exile Factor,” El Palacio 121, 2, elpalacio.org/articles/summer16/
exile.pdf.)
The acceptance of Christianity by two of Oñate’s Jewish
ancestral families was a prominent part of family history from
the 1390s into the 1600s. The descendants of these families,
the Maluendas and the Santa María-Cartagenas (Ha-Levis),
did not attempt to hide their Jewish origins or pretend to be
of “Old Christian” heritage. Cristianos viejos, Old Christians,
was a term used to identify individuals without any Jewish or
Moorish ancestry. Cristianos nuevos, New Christians, referred
to individuals whose parents or immediate ancestors converted
from Judaism or Islam to Christianity. Oñate’s New Christian
family members made valuable contributions to Spanish society
as scholars, local officials, crown-appointed officials, and clergy
of the Catholic Church.

In 1625, living back in Spain at age seventy-three, Juan de
Oñate sought entry into the prestigious Spanish religious military Order of Santiago. Acceptance into the order required a
prueba de limpieza de sangre, proof of Old Christian pure-blood
lineage to at least the third generation. The prueba statutes originated in the mid-1400s as a direct reaction to the large number
of Jewish conversos (like Oñate’s ancestors) seeking positions
in public and religious institutions. This was the culmination
of decades of fierce anti-Semitism that fostered discrimination against descendants of New Christians regardless of their
sincere adherence to Christianity.

all one in christ? old christians
against new christians
During the 1300s, at the request of local government leaders
of towns and cities, the royal court of Castilla issued decrees
prohibiting Jews from occupying positions of local governance. What began as anti-Semitic rhetoric in the mid-1300s
evolved into widespread acts of violence against Jews in 1391,
including murder and the confiscation and destruction of
property in numerous cities and towns of the kingdoms of
Castilla and Aragón.
Even after numerous Jews converted to Christianity in
the face of violence, New Christians, as descendants of
Jews, became targets of increasing anti-Semitic discrimination. The entry of numerous New Christians into positions of civic and religious governance between 1391 and
1440 generated disaffection among some Old Christians,

Opposite: Burgos was home to many of Oñate’s ancestors of
Jewish descent. This image shows a view of the cathedral and city
from the royal castle, ca. 1860–70. Photo by J. Laurent.
Library of Congress, 94511650.
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including some clerg y, due to resentacceptance of Christianity. These proofs
ment around a loss of control of financial
became necessary in order to attain various
resources and diminished political influpositions in Spanish society, compromising
ence. The anti-converso ideology develthe viability of New Christian candidates.
oped by adversaries of New Christians
The assault on the religious sincerity of
during this period emphasized political
Christians with Jewish antecedents fracopposition to their integration into Christured the Christian faith in the kingdoms
tian society rather than accusations of
of the Iberian Peninsula. High-ranking
religious insincerity. This changed with
officials of the Roman Catholic Church and
mounting social and political tensions.
the royal crown of Castilla rebuked these
In the late 1440s, Old Christian city
tactics of discrimination. Prelates of the
ad m i n i st rators of Toledo aug mented
Church regarded the rationale for the purity
the prevailing anti-converso ideolog y
of blood statutes as heresy—an erroneous
of discrimination based on ancestry to
interpretation of Catholic doctrine. Pope
This engraving of Alonso de
Cartagena, ancestral cousin of
include accusations that conversos held
Nicholas V denounced the statutes in a
Juan de Oñate, was included as one
Jewish beliefs and practiced Jewish rites
papal bull, or decree, released in September
of
112
biographies
of
the
most
in secret. Slogans vilifying conversos as
1449, emphasizing that “all Catholics are
illustrious men of Spain, a testament
secret Jews rapidly spread among the
one body in Christ.”
to his enduring cultural influence.
general population. Conversos were also
Catholic theologians of Jewish descent,
Retratos de los españoles ilustres,
regarded as heretics, accused of conspiring
such as Alonso de Cartagena, the bishop of
Madrid, Imprenta Real,
as a group to bring ruin to Christendom
Burgos and an ancestral cousin of Juan de
1791 (Biblioteca Nacional).
by means of their mass conversion. As a
Oñate, drew from scripture and Catholic
result, in Toledo in 1449, conversos were
doctrine to argue for unity between Old
arrested and dragged into religious court,
and New Christians. Although sound in
accused of Judaizing, sentenced to death,
theological reasoning, the arguments did
and burned at the stake; their property was confiscated.
not dismantle opposing beliefs, and the fracturing of ChristiThis was the beginning of decades of public discourse that
anity expanded. Some Catholic clergy further promoted antiquestioned the religious sincerity of New Christians, giving
converso ideology, leading to the eventual establishment of the
rise to distrust and the erroneous belief that the majority
Inquisition in Castilla and Aragón in 1480 and the subsequent
of converts were crypto-Jews seeking social advantages
command of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabel that forced the
while still practicing Judaism in secret. Although Church
expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492.
prelates and the king condemned the acts of violence in
Juan de Oñate’s Christian ancestors of Jewish lineage
Toledo and punished the perpetrators, an increasing number
endured extreme social, political, and religious adversity
of the general populace began to harbor ill will toward
following conversion from Judaism in the late 1300s. NoneNew Christians and perpetuate suspicions about their relitheless, they managed to make remarkable contributions to
gious sincerity.
Spain’s Christian society, a legacy that Oñate emulated in his
In the wake of this growing hostility, adversaries of the
service to crown and Church in New Mexico and for which he
conversos developed strategies to exclude them and their
sought entry into one of the most prestigious Spanish religious
immediate descendants from occupying positions in a
military orders.
variety of social institutions. Among these strategies were the
oñate’s proof of christian lineage
pruebas de limpieza de sangre, which sought to denigrate the
When Don Juan de Oñate prepared his application into
ancestry of Christians with Jewish lineage and cast aspersion
the military Orden de Santiago in 1625, he began with the
on the sincerity of their family’s authentic, multigenerational
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identification of his parents, his paternal
oñate’s jewish
and new christian
grandparents, and his maternal grandancestral relatives
parents. The process of proving purity of
Selemoh Ha-Levi, rabbi of the jurisdiction
blood lineage followed a pattern of gathof Burgos, was of course well versed in the
ering testimony from community members,
Torah, Talmud, and Jewish law. He also
usually male elders, in towns in which a
studied Arab philosophy and read Greek
person’s immediate ancestors were born or
philosophy and Latin works, including Cathlived. In the case of Oñate’s proof, witnesses
olic theology. Selemoh accompanied Rabbi
from the towns of Oñate and Narria, in
Samuel Abravalia on a mission to speak with
t he B a s q ue prov i nc e of G u ipú z c o a,
the pope in Avignon about mistreatment
confirmed his descendancy from the herediof Hebrew people by Christians. He also
tary manor house of the Lords of Narriaentered into the service of King Juan I of
hondo, Basque nobles of Castilla descended
Castilla. In 1390 Selemoh experienced a
from cristianos viejos.
Engraved portrait of Pablo de Santa
María as imagined in 1791, one of
profound spiritual transformation, leading
The ancestors of Oñate’s mother, Doña
the most respected men in the history
him to accept Christianity. His new convicCatalina de Salazar, served in the royal
of
Spain.
Retratos
de
los
españoles
tion influenced his immediate relatives and
court of Spanish monarchs from the late
ilustres, Madrid, Imprenta Real,
other Jews of Burgos to receive baptism and
1300s to the mid-1500s. One of her family
1791 (Biblioteca Nacional).
to begin practicing the Catholic faith.
lines traces back to Jewish families that
Adopting a Christian name, Pablo de Santa
converted from Judaism to Catholicism in
María, Selemoh professed ordination vows
the late 1300s. To document the Chrisas a priest of the Roman Catholic Church.
tian status of his maternal lineage, Oñate
Selemoh’s careful choice of a Christian name spoke volumes
included in his application the already confirmed proof
about his conversion and that of his extended family. With the
of lineage of his great-uncle, Maestro Luis de la Cadena,
given name of Pablo, he extended tribute to the influence of the
brother of Doña Catalina de la Cadena, Oñate’s grandepistles of Saint Paul and drew a direct connection to the sharp
mother. In 1534, when Maestro Luis prepared to complete
conversion of this saint, who came to believe in Jesus as the
his doctorate in Catholic theology at the University of Alcalá,
Messiah. Selemoh even wrote, “Paulus me ad findim convertit”
the testimonies of numerous witnesses, mainly from the city
(“In the end, Paul converted me.”), indicating that he and his
of Burgos, attested to the Christian character of his immebrethren not only considered themselves akin to the Jews who
diate ancestors. The witnesses testified truthfully that his
were the first Christians, they were also influenced by Chrisimmediate ancestors were born Christians. They chose not
tian writings with an emphasis on the messianic prophecies of
to acknowledge what was well known: both of his parents,
the Old Testament. In choosing the surname of Santa María,
Pedro de Maluenda and Doña Catalina de la Cadena, were
Selemoh and his extended family recognized an ancestral
descended of Jews.
kinship with Saint Mary, who was popularly known as a descenThe earliest ancestor mentioned by witnesses was Alvar
dent of the tribe of Levi. In his writings, Pablo de Santa María
Rodríguez de Maluenda, the direct paternal great-grandfather
emphasized that as Levites he and his relatives were related to
of Maestro Luis and the third great-grandfather of Juan de
Saint Mary and thus to Jesus.
Oñate. Alvar’s father, Juan Garces de Maluenda, a man of
Pablo de Santa María studied at the University of Paris, where
Jewish lineage, arrived in Burgos before 1391 and married
he received his doctorate in Catholic theology. His writings
María Núñez, a Jewish woman of the local Ha-Levi family. This
provide insight into his spirituality, religious thought, and views
family, including the celebrated and learned Rabbi Selemoh
of being a Christian of Jewish lineage, as well as the prophetic
Ha-Levi (1350–1435), accepted Christianity just before the
links between the writings of the Old and New Testaments. This
violent anti-Jewish riots of August 1391.
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view of continuity between Judaism and his
opposed such statutes in the 1400s, by the
conversion to Christianity is apparent in the
mid-1550s, Pope Paul IV and King Felipe II
following statement: “Although other saints
endorsed them. The requirement of proving
preceded Abraham in time, nevertheless
limpieza de sangre gained momentum and
Abraham was the first among all the saints,
became widespread. In Castilian society,
first in separating himself from the body of
literal blood lineage, which was associated
infidelity—he was first also in receiving from
with ancestral cultural heritage, was now
God the promise of the coming Messiah.”
the litmus test for unimpeachable familial
Three sons of María Núñez (Ha-Levi)
religious sincerity.
followed in the footsteps of their uncle, Pablo
Of course, the new interpretation of the
de Santa María, and took Catholic religious
statutes of limpieza caused difficulty for
vows. This family, like other New Christians,
descendants of the Ha-Levi clan. Maestro
did not hide their Jewish background. They
Luis de la Cadena clashed with Archbishop
viewed their conversion as a form of contiMartínez Siliceo and was suspected of instiEngraving of Cardinal Juan Martínez
Siliceo of Toledo. He promoted the
nuity between Judaism and Christianity, like
gating the writing of a treatise against the
broad adoption of the prueba de
the Jews who became the first Christians.
statutes. Either Martínez Sileceo or his allies
limpieza
de
sangre.
Retratos
de
los
Upon their deaths, the bodies of María
denounced Maestro Luis to the Inquisition
españoles ilustres, Madrid, Imprenta
Núñez and Juan Garces de Maluenda were
in 1551. Fearing the worst, he managed to
Real, 1791 (Biblioteca Nacional).
laid to rest in a chapel of the Convento de
escape to Paris, sacrificing his position as
San Pablo. By the beginning of the 1500s, the
chancellor of the University of Alcalá, a posiMaluenda-Nuñez descendants founded their
tion he had held since 1537. Maestro Luis
own family chapel within this convento and
remained in France until his death.
christened it the Capilla de las Once Mil Virgenes, where many
In an extraordinary act of favor, Pope Clemente VIII issued
members of this family were interred.
a 1603 bull confirming and extending Old Christian status
to the descendants of Pablo de Santa María. The following
confirmation of “old christian”
year, King Felipe III issued a royal decree also confirming the
lineage of jewish descent
limpieza de sangre of the Santa María descendants. Although
The fact that Maestro Luis de la Cadena received confirmation
other Jewish-converso families received titles of hidalguía (lower
of his Christian lineage as part of a prueba de limpieza illusnobility), none were granted the same official extension of Old
trates more attention was paid to verifying character through
Christian status.
“purity of faith” than through literal “purity of blood.” Among
Despite these remarkable measures, the Jewish ancestry of the
the Maluenda family’s Christian character witnesses was the
Maluenda–Santa María family emerged as an impediment in the
influential Pedro Jiménez del Castillo, secretary of Emperor
next century and across the ocean. In 1619, in Mexico City, the
Maximilian in Flanders and secretary of the emperor’s son,
application of Bernardo Vázquez de Tapia as an official of the
King Felipe. Jiménez del Castillo attested that none of Maestro
Inquisition was delayed by the investigation into the ancestry of
Luis’s parents, grandparents, or great-grandparents were ever
his wife, Doña Antonia de Rivadeneira y Oñate, a niece of Juan de
condemned for practicing Judaism, and all were Christians of
Oñate and a second great-granddaughter of Pedro de Maluenda
good standing and honor.
and Doña Catalina de la Cadena. Witnesses in this case recalled
The rules dramatically changed in 1544, when Archbishop
that the Maluendas were descendants of “María de Santa María y
Juan Martínez Siliceo instituted a more stringent application of
Cartagena, a Jewess woman.” It was not until 1640 that Vázquez
the statutes of limpieza in Toledo. He intended to specifically
de Tapia received favorable approval of his and his wife’s lineages.
exclude individuals of Jewish lineage from entering the clergy of
The delay may have been for political reasons and not because
the local cathedral. Although Roman Catholic Church officials
of religious infidelity by either one of them.
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But when Juan de Oñate submitted his application in 1625
to join the Order of Santiago, he confidently included the proof
of lineage of the Maluenda family. With additional testimony
from members of the communities of Zacatecas, Mexico City,
Oñate, Narria, Granada, Madrid, and Burgos, the case for his
Old Christian status was accepted.
It is likely that a number of individuals who came with Juan
de Oñate to New Mexico were also descended of Christians
with Jewish lineage, but it is very challenging to determine with
historical and genealogical documentation which families that
settled New Mexico were descendants of Jewish converts to
Christianity. By 1609 fifty soldiers were left as settlers in New
Mexico, most with families. Many of these individuals rank
among the most common ancestors of people with deep Hispano
roots in New Mexico. None of these families’ genealogies have
yet been traced further than the mid-1500s; they include Archuleta, Baca, Carvajal, Durán y Chaves (Chávez), Gómez, Griego,
Luján, López Holguín (Olguín), Martín Serrano (Martínez),
Montoya, Robledo, Romero, Márquez, Pérez de Bustillo, and
Varela (Barela). Although suppositions have been made about
families who may have been descended of Jewish-conversos, it
is still necessary to trace lineages into the 1400s and even the
late 1300s in order to confirm such descendancy.

comparative analyses of DNA matches in conjunction with
genealogical data to make a link to common ancestors. This
effort is in the early stages, and the need to trace family lineages
beyond the mid-1500s is critical for this work. There is the
likelihood that lineages similar to that of Juan de Oñate will be
uncovered. It is highly probable that at least a few individuals
who came to New Mexico in service to the Spanish Royal Crown
and the Roman Catholic Church were descendants of Christians
of Jewish lineage. One such individual was Fray Cristóbal de
Salazar, also a descendant of the Maluenda-Ha-Levi family and
Oñate’s cousin.
The expedition that Oñate led into New Mexico embodied a
deliberate intention to establish the Christian religion among
the indigenous people of the northern frontier. His cousin,
Fray Cristóbal de Salazar, is remembered for delivering the first
Catholic sermon along the banks of the Rio Grande at El Paso
in September 1598. He helped bring the Christian faith to the
Tewa Indians of northern New Mexico and died en route to
Mexico City in 1599 near a small mountain range still known
today as the Fray Cristóbal Mountains, in southern New Mexico.
In spite of centuries of generations of social adversity, two
descendants of Christians with Jewish lineage led the effort that
established Christianity in New Mexico, a faith that has endured
to the present day.

dna testing
Because of the lack of documentation, there has been recent
interest in DNA testing. Although DNA does not reveal religious
affiliation, it provides some hints that a few Spanish lineages
of New Mexico may descend from individuals who practiced
the Jewish faith. This is based on gathering DNA samples of
modern-day clans of people with a long history of practicing
Judaism and matching samples from Hispano New Mexican
males. Although DNA studies show that there is no single DNA
haplogroup (genetic category) among people with ancestral
Jewish roots, a high percentage of Jewish men have the genetics
of Y-DNA Haplogroup J. However, this haplogroup is also
common among non-Jewish men with ancestry in the Middle
East, North African, and throughout Europe. There are men
with roots in New Mexico whose Y-DNA belongs to Haplogroup
J, which may be a hint, but is not proof, of Jewish ancestry.
The New Mexico DNA Project is actively collecting DNA of
men and women with Hispano roots in New Mexico. It will
require a large sampling of individuals in order to conduct

José Antonio Esquibel is a genealogical researcher and historian. With France V.
Scholes, Eleanor B. Adams, and Marc Simmons, he is coauthor of Juan Domínguez
de Mendoza: Soldier and Frontiersman of the Spanish Southwest, 1627–1693 (UNM
Press). In 2009 Juan Carlos II, king of Spain, invested Esquibel as a knight of the
Orden de Isabel la Católica for his dedication to preserving the history of Spain and
Spanish heritage in New Mexico.
Fractured Faiths: Spanish Judaism, the Inquisition, and New World Identities runs
through December 31, 2016, at the New Mexico History Museum. It is the first museum
exhibition to explore this subject in depth. Josef Díaz and Roger L. Martínez-Dávila, the
curators, have traveled to collections in Mexico and Spain, as well as the United States,
identifying the 150 or so objects in the exhibition to tell this intriguing 500-year-old
story, from the Jews of Spain to the conversos of New Mexico. These priceless historic
objects have been hand carried to New Mexico by couriers from each lending institution.
The late Seymour Merrin’s generous initial donation made this exhibition possible. A
catalog with the same title as the exhibition, edited by Roger L. Martínez-Dávila and
Ron D. Hart (Fresco Press), includes articles by authorities on this subject from the
United States, Spain, and Mexico.
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Six Ways to Research
Your New Mexico Family Hist∏ry
by emily withnall

New Mexico is brimming with genealogical resources to help you

first Tuesday of every month from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and

discover who your ancestors were and where they came from.

Genealogy Research Day occurs the last Tuesday of each month from

Conducting genealogical research is an art and a science. Although

10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. If you are unable to come to the library, some

DNA testing can now tell us a lot about where our ancestors came from,

assistance is also offered via email (librarygenealogy@cabq.gov).

stories, names, and traditions can sometimes reveal untraceable details

The New Mexico State Library’s Southwest Collection, at 1209

like our ancestors’ faiths. Professional genealogist Schelly Talalay

Camino Carlos Rey in Santa Fe, contains resources similar to those of

Dardashti, an expert on Sephardic Jewish genealogy, says that although

the Albuquerque Main Library, but every library’s collection contains

conversos and crypto-Jews who arrived in New Mexico with Oñate

unique records. A continually updated digital archive of state government

changed their names to avoid persecution, many Jewish cultural

documents and publications is available through the collection, along

practices survived. In keeping with the Torah’s commandment to

with access to specialists who can help you with your research. In

“take challah,” for example, some New Mexico families burn the first

addition to the Southwest Collection, the New Mexico State Library

ball of tortilla dough just as Jewish bakers burn an olive-sized ball

houses the State and Federal Collections, as well as the New Mexico

of matzo or challah as an offering before the bread is baked.

State Archives. The collection is open from 1 to 5 p.m. on Wednesdays
and Fridays. Contact the Southwest Collection Reference Desk at

visit a library

The Albuquerque Main Public Library, at 501

Copper Ave NW, is home to the Genealogy Center; its comprehensive

505‑476-9790 or SouthwestRoom@state.nm.us.
Discovering detailed stories about your ancestors can be one

resources have made it a tourist destination for genealogists from around

of the most exciting parts of mapping your family tree. According to

the country. The library offers free access to ancestry.com, Fold3

archivist Nancy Brown-Martinez, the University of New Mexico Center

(military records from the American Revolution on), World Vital Records

for Southwest Research and Special Collections contains one-of-a-kind

(international collections, millions of family trees, and complete US

collections that help New Mexico families discover the details of their

census records for 1790–1940), and American Ancestors (New England

ancestors’ lives. The library is in the center of UNM’s south campus,

Collections). It also offers an archive of New Mexico newspapers from

off University Boulevard NE in Albuquerque. The library’s other unique

1849 to 2012. The center also has over 31,000 books on genealogy and

offerings include the Rocky Mountain Online Archive (rmoa.unm.edu),

family history, organized by state and county, and microfilm documents

which contains primary-source collections in New Mexico, Colorado,

from the late 1600s, including early Catholic Church records, and

and Wyoming, and access to the New Mexico Digital Collection

Spanish, Mexican, and Territorial archives. Volunteers at the library

(econtent.unm.edu), an archive of photos, music, maps, letters,

are often available to help with research assistance, with two official

manuscripts, and other historical and cultural documents from

research days each month. Military Research Day is scheduled for the

120 museums, libraries, and cultural centers across the state.
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visit the santa fe family history center

schedule, copies of the archdiocese microfilm records are available at a

Housed in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints at 410 Rodeo

handful of other locations around the state.

Road, the Santa Fe Family History Center (FHC) is open to all. The FHC
the LDS familysearch.org, which contains the largest genealogy archives

become a daughter of the american
revolution If you suspect you have an ancestor who served in

in the nation and can be accessed for free from home as well.

the American Revolution or supported the troops in some way during the

Familysearch.org is continually updated by the LDS Church in Salt Lake

American Revolution, consider joining the Stephen Watts Kearny branch

City, but any records that are not online can be ordered from their

of Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR). This branch has also

catalogue. There are usually at least two volunteers at the FHC who can

recently expanded its scope to include women with ancestors who were

help you with your research. Hours are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesdays,

colonial Spanish presidio soldiers in New Mexico in the 1700s. To become

6 to 9 p.m. Wednesdays, and 9 a.m. to noon Thursdays and Saturdays.

an official member of DAR you will need to provide documentation for

To access the FHC’s resources at other times, call 505-982-9233 to

each family member linking you to your patriot ancestor; DAR can help

schedule an appointment.

you track it down. The membership application fee is approximately

provides free access to online archives such as Ancestry.com, Fold3, and

$140, and annual dues are $65. These fees grant members access to the

join the new mexico genealogical society

National DAR archives online, as well as to the museum and physical

Henrietta Martinez Christmas, president of the New Mexico Genealogical

collections in Washington, DC. The Santa Fe chapter of DAR has 100

Society (NMGS), says New Mexico has the oldest records in the

members and meets monthly on the third Saturday of every month at

continental United States. With the largest membership of any

10 a.m. at Holy Faith Episcopal Church. Those interested in joining can

genealogical society in the state, NMGS facilitates workshops, brings in

contact registrar Mary Ann Thornton at mathornton@comcast.net.

expert speakers, and provides many opportunities for members to
collaborate and assist each other in genealogical research. NMGS also

test your dna

provides records and research assistance to the state art records, state

who is in your family, but it can reveal important clues. 23andMe

archives, and the state historian, and provides resources and volunteers

provides the most comprehensive test options, offering three different

to the Genealogy Center at the Main Library in Albuquerque. NMGS

tests for $199. The tests match users with other company customers

membership is $25 a year and gives you access to an extensive monthly

based on the percentage of shared DNA and help trace your maternal

newsletter and the quarterly journal New Mexico Genealogist. NMGS

and paternal lineages. 23andMe is also the only company that provides

also sells genealogical books on their website (nmgs.org).

medical and traits results in addition to genealogy reports.

A genetic DNA test won’t necessarily tell you

If you have Spanish heritage, you may want to consider testing

set up an appointment to visit the santa fe
archdiocese The archdiocese has a microfilm archive dating

with the New Mexico DNA Project (familytreedna.com/public/

back to 1678 that includes New Mexico baptismal, marriage, and death

of the Hispanic Genealogical Research Center, says the New Mexico

records. Unlike county clerk offices, however, the archdiocese is unable

DNA Project shows that in most Hispanic families, the female line

to accommodate walk-in researchers and is open by appointment only.

contains 80 percent of what he calls New World DNA (Native and

Bernadette Lucero, the archdiocese museum and archive curator,

mestizo), and the male line contains 90 percent of what he calls

encourages independent researchers to call 505-983-3811 to schedule

Old World DNA (European, African, and Middle Eastern). He attributes

an appointment a month in advance. The NMGS has an online index of

this to the fact that few Spanish women were a part of the 1598 Juan

the records available at the archdiocese at nmgs.org. For those on a tight

de Oñate settlement and the 1692 Diego de Vargas settlement.

newmexicoDNA), run by Family Tree DNA. Ronaldo Miera, president
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